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The issue of women's right to parental property had sparked much controversy since the Bill was first presented in Parliament. Advocates of the Bill and women rights groups had taken out a series of demonstrations demanding early passage of the Bill. Activists had gone to the extent of chanting slogans inside the House of Representatives and were thrown out by security personnel. They had even dragged the then Speaker out of his car at Singhadurbur gate. Opponents of the Bill have claimed that the country at present is not ready for such a move that would bring sisters into property disputes that traditionally is limited to brothers.

- A news report in The Kathmandu Post (September 7, 1999).

The Context

The relationship between gender and property is one of the gateways to understand the crux of women’s subordination. Women’s property status in any society is one critical issue deserving due attention in order to understand the specificities of gender relations in that particular setting. This is, therefore, one of the crucial political arenas of women’s empowerment process.

---

1 The term “property” refers to all productive resources and assets that a man or woman requires for his/her existence, subsistence and wellbeing. In the agrarian economies of South Asia arable land is the most valued form of property for its economic as well as political and symbolic significance (Agarwal, 1999). In this paper, however, property has been defined in a broader perspective, so we do not focus only on land.
A struggle for gender equality in command over property, therefore, needs to occupy a central space in women's struggle for egalitarian gender relations (Agarwal, 1999). In Nepal, a daughter does not have a full inheritance right over property. It is in this context that women's movement during and after 1990s has focussed its central attention on women's equal rights to property.

The Constitution of the Kingdom of Nepal guarantees equal rights to property for both men and women. In 1990, Nepal has ratified the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) without any reservation. The country has also accepted the 12-point program formulated in the fourth women’s conference in Beijing. Hence both national and international legal tools bind Nepal for ensuring that women along with men will have access to and control over productive resources including land without any discrimination for one gender against another. However, in practice, this has never been materialized. The conservative Civil Code, called the Muluki Ain, 2020 (1963 AD), does not allow a daughter to have a full (property) inheritance rights. For example, a daughter’s rights to inherit property have been secured only if she remains unmarried till the age of 35 years, a phenomenon rare in Nepal. In case she gets married later on, she must return the share (NPC, 1997). A married woman is recognised not as an independent citizen but as a co-parcener to her husband, she, therefore, cannot claim a share over the property "in his lifetime" (Malla, 1998).

In exceptional conditions such as polygamy, cruelty or denial to provide foods and other essential requirements, she has a right to ask for her share in property. Still there are several barriers. First, the so-called “essential requirements” have nowhere defined in the Muluki Ain. There is a scope for case-specific manipulation. Second, to be entitled for a claim on property, it must be at least 15 years of marriage. Third, a divorcee even cannot claim a share in property from either husband or her father side. She will be provided a "maintenance cost" up to a period of five years from the date of divorce (FWLD, 1999a). Fourth, a widow at her age less than 30 years and without a son (even daughter is not mentioned) is neither entitled to take a share in property nor to live separately. Finally, even for the tenancy rights, an unmarried daughter and/or widow daughter-in-law should cross 35 years of age (NPC, 1997).

This paper has relatively a narrow focus. It looks at the ongoing struggle for and the debate on women’s property rights in Nepal. I would attempt to approach the issue from the perspective of the post-modernist feminism. I first problematise the issue of women's property rights in Nepal. Drawing some of the theoretical concepts on public sphere, exclusion, power and discourse, I would outline an analytical framework to look at the issue as a form of exclusion. I argue that negation to women's property rights issue at its various levels has a socio-political and ideological embeddedness at the very configuration of Nepalese society that is overtly patriarchal. I also argue that pending of the bill on women's property rights in the parliament for the last four years is one of the manifestations of this patriarchal embeddedness. So long as this patriarchal embeddedness is not deconstructed, just challenging it will never bring a substantial change in gender relations, irrespective of the fact of the approval of the bill by the parliament in the near future.

**Framework of Analysis**

Public sphere is a space of civil society where citizens deliberate their common affairs. It is a site of production and circulation of discourses that can be critical to the state (Fraser, 1995). For liberalists, public sphere means a space or issue which is state related, accessible to everybody, of concern to

---

2 Since late marriage or non-marriage are a rare phenomenon in Nepal, due to social discouragement or stigmatization attached on it, and since the concept of single mother is culturally very alien, not only that marriage is near universal, but also the age at marriage is quite low. The legally sanctioned minimum age at marriage is 16 years for the girls and 18 years for the boys. The census data (1991) show that about 63.2 percent women of the age 10 years and above are married (CBS, 1992:97).

3 By "property rights" we mean men’s and women’s institutional access to and control over the productive resources and assets. This is something more than a legal recognition to claim over property.
everyone, having common goal and shared interests (Fraser, 1995). For them, sexuality, private property and such other familialised and personalised issues fall outside the realm of public sphere. Post-modernist feminists are, however, critical to such essentialist divide. Accordingly, there is no natural or a priori boundaries between so-called publicity and privacy (Fraser, 1995). The rhetoric of domestic privacy tends just to exclude some issues and interests from the debate. For public sphere to be effective, social inequality should be removed. On top of that, not exclusion but inclusion, not inadmission but admission of issues and interests (of women) should be ensured. Fraser notes three counter-assumptions against liberal conception of public sphere:

- first, acknowledgement that participation parity requires not merely bracketing but elimination of social inequality;
- secondly, multiplicity of mutually contestatory publics. For the post-modernists, there cannot be a single public sphere, there should be parallel discursive arenas, called "subaltern counterpublics"; and
- finally, inclusion and admission of those issues and interests that were excluded or not admitted before (Fraser, 1995:291, 295).

Jodi Dean (1996) categorically describes how are women's issues and interests excluded from public sphere. She distinguishes two kinds of exclusion: practical and constitutive. Institutional (such as legal) and cultural (interpretative) barriers cause to practical exclusion. Such exclusion prevents some of the issues as sexuality, childcare, domestic violence, property rights, etc. from entering into political debate. Women's functional position in the household, and their reproductive (biological) characteristics are projected as pretensions to block their involvement in public places. These are practical forms of exclusion.

4 "Subaltern counterpublics," Fraser says, emerge in response to exclusions within the dominant public, when members of subordinated social groups repeatedly feel it advantageous to constitute alternative publics. They are parallel discursive arenas where members of such groups reproduce and circulate counter-discourses (Fraser, 1996:291).

On the contrary, constitutive exclusion refers to the notion that publicity, justice and rationality are male attributes while that of privacy, the good life and emotionality are female attributes (Dean, 1996). The distinction of public-private itself is based on the male gaze and the masculine experiences. These conceptions cannot serve as ideals for women. So long as such distinction persists women have to conform a set of masculine standards in order to participate in the public life. Therefore, a theory of civil society that includes women, argues Dean (1996), cannot be based on a distinction between the public and private. It must be reformed to allow for the expansion of "communicative rationality" that would allow multiple, interconnecting and discursive spheres.

Once we accept that there should be multiple public spheres (see fn.6), and that the exclusive and oppressive public-private divide cannot serve the specific and particularistic needs and interests of women, we then challenge the dominant power discourse that surrounds us. Foucault argues that power is not imposed from the top of a social hierarchy, nor is it derived from a fundamental opposition between rulers and the ruled. For him, power is relational, that operates in "capillary fashion" from below (Pringle and Watson, 1992). Power finds a shifting and unstable expression in networks and alliances that permeates every aspect of life (Pringle and Watson, 1992:55).

It is also said that there has been a relational, historical and precarious character of realities (Pringle and Watson, 1992:64). Identities are constituted in language while subjectivities are produced through discursive practices. Hence, it is discourse that constitutes reality. Pringle and Watson conclude, "in post-structuralist account of state, 'discourse' and 'subjectivity' rather than structures and interests become the key terms" (1992:65).

Postmodernists refuse to accept that there is the (a single) reality. There are in fact multiple realities: one that is a true reality for one may not be the same for another. So realities are a social construction, an output of discourse and knowledge. All discourses and knowledge production have been a masculine business. Therefore, women must deconstruct all forms of (masculine) realities at their respective levels and produce counterrealities, called the "subaltern counterpublics."
Such a notion of power and reality has multiple implications so far as feminism is concerned (Pringle and Watson, 1992). First, state is not accepted as a unified reality but is challenged as a byproduct of struggles. Secondly, once we accept that power is produced and derived from discursive practices, thereby, we recognize that we ourselves can deconstruct and reconstruct power. Finally, it is also accepted that we can assert our agency, articulate our voice, and create our subjectivities.

But there exist some ambiguities that call for a due attention. The traditional basis of feminist solidarity does not exist now. (The so-called global sisterhood based on the white, heterosexual, bourgeoisie and middle class woman has been challenged severely.) There is no identified feminine "we" and masculine "they" (Mohanty, 1995). When we do not have a single voice, a common interest and a shared identity, how can then we create a sisterhood? It is in this context that postmodern feminists argue for a politics of difference. It is accepted that since we are not only embodied but also embedded in our contexts, there is no universal sameness, no automatic affinity, and no ontological unity. Instead of seeking artificial sameness and common affinity, we recognise our differences. Once we accept differences, it can be a basis for a further negotiation. This is what Mohanty (1995:68) called the "politics of location." This kind of politics reflects our differences. Therefore, our new solidarity will be a "reflective solidarity," our coalition will be a "rainbow coalition."6

Women's Property Rights Discourse in Nepal

For a long, gender discrimination regarding women's property rights did not bring notable resistance at the public level. It is with a petition filed by a (female) lawyer that it challenged many laws (including the Muluki Ain) as discriminatory against women.7 In 1995, the Supreme Court gave a verdict declaring that i) the existing provisions to inherit parental property are "conditional" for daughter [so are discriminatory against them], ii) the government should within a year introduce a bill reviewing all the laws related to property rights (Malla, 1998). Although the decision of the Court was not so straight forward, still it insisted a heavy controversy, enormous debates and strong reactions, explicit or implicit, from every walk of life. It gained not only wider support but also insisted mass protests and counter-arguments. What the Supreme Court verdict eventually contributed is: first, it helped diffuse the debate from an elite circle of politicians and academia to a wider civil society; and second, it created a strong and vibrant solidarity and networking among the feminist activists and women's organizations to safeguard the "little achievement." Women's organizations up to the date were split into ideological and other differences so much that the movement itself was very weak and indecisive8 (Shrestha, 1998). Meanwhile, as a result of pressures from NGOs, donor community, and activist women's organizations, as a fulfillment of its commitment during the

6 Phillips quotes Iris Young as referring to the American idea of "rainbow coalition" based on "heterogeneous publics" in which groups can work together but retain their identity. Groups' identity should not be swallowed up in a unified approach for the "rainbow coalition" (Phillips, 1991:83-84).

7 The case is popularly known as "Meera's case," since Meera Dhungana, a female lawyer, filed it in the Supreme Court (see Nepal Law Journal, 1994).

8 Here I would like to cite the creation of Women's Security Pressure Group (WSPG) that vividly reflects the point. As an immediate response to incidents of increased rape and other forms of violence against women, just after the introduction of democracy in the country, the WSPG was developed as a network of 96 women's organizations and NGOs on an ad hoc basis. Immediately, it became such an effective forum that it made fulfilled a need of a consolidated political movement of Nepalese women. Quickly after its formation – led my women's wings of two rival parties (Nepali Congress and the Communist Party of Nepal, UML) – WSPG became an integral part of women's movement with much more vigour and recognition. Now WSPG's exclusive concentration goes on women's property rights issue through awareness campaigns, demonstrations, public discussions, political activism, etc. For a detail discussion on WSPG see Shrestha (1998).
parliament election government introduced the Civil Code, 1963 (the Eleventh Amendment) Bill, 1997 in the parliament.\(^9\)

While the bill was under the consideration of the Human Rights Committee of the parliament before going to a discussion in the full house,\(^10\) unfortunately, on 15 January 1999 the House of Representatives was dissolved (due to other political reasons). Consequently, the legal status of the bill was lapsed (Pro-Public, 1995:30). Despite the fact that a new government of Nepali Congress with a clear majority in the parliament was formed after the mid-term election (1999), the government did not show its immediate interest to revive the pending bill. The highly contested bill has been registered in the parliament second time in 2000.\(^11\) However, since the subsequent 19th session of the parliament has been in a standstill situation due to power tussle between the ruling and opposition parties, there is very little hope that the property rights bill will be under discussion and consideration during this session.

Besides parliament, the Supreme Court decision also faced a wider response from men and women from all walks of life. Several NGOs, activist women’s organisations, women’s wings of political parties, professional organisations and the mass media equally get involved in the debate. Primarily their focus has been either to raise awareness towards property rights

\(^9\) The bill -- prepared by the Ministry of Law and Justice (MLJ) -- was registered on 31 July 1997 in the parliament during its 16th session (Malla, 1998). The government did not consider a fresh draft prepared by the Ministry of Women and Social Welfare (MWSW). It reflects the contradictions inherently built within government system on issues like this.\(^10\)

The controversial bill had stirred debate between women rights groups and the parliamentarians. A series of protests by the activists on the one hand and over 150 applications for amendment to the proposed bill delayed voting and adoption of the bill as law (see The Kathmandu Post, 17 July 1999).\(^11\) This time, the parliamentary Law, Justice and Parliamentary Affairs Committee has been busy seeking suggestions and information on the controversial bill. Members of the committee had travelled to all the 14 zones to collect suggestions so that the voices of the common people to the intellectuals were included in the bill. This was the first time that such a massive job had been undertaken to solicit suggestions from the grassroots, that is effected the most, by these laws. (The Kathmandu Post, 9 February 2001).

\(^12\) The similar argument appears elsewhere in South Asia. According to Agarwal (1999:284), patrilocal marriages in distant villages make it difficult for women to directly supervise or cultivate land they may inherit in natal village.
Likewise, a seminar organised for the intellectuals and professionals by a women's publication house also brought more negative than positive arguments (Dali, 1997). Some of them are:

- devaluation of daughter. (Not their proclivity and "beauty" but property becoming valued);
- out-flight of property to India due to inter-boarder marriages. (In the case of Northern India which boarders Nepal there is no property rights to women);
- encouragement for men and women living single;
- encouragement of son preference in the society. Promotion of sex-selective abortion and/or infanticide of female child (because daughters will be seen as economic burden);
- increased rate of divorce, family break-ups and problems of broken home children;
- hardship for poor girls to find partners, therefore increased anxiety, stress and depression to them, etc. (Dali, 1997).

Through these arguments both common people and intellectuals show that they are still reluctant to allow women to have equal property rights. In a recent news-report, for example, one of the (female) members of parliament was quoted as saying that issue of property rights was not suitable to her society.

Another newspaper reports that the then Minister of Law and Justice was ridiculed by women's activists at a talk program when he did not favour the property rights issue. Likewise, the Chief Justice was quoted in a news who argued that both son and daughter should not be given any legal right to inherit parental property – implying that the will system should be introduced (The Kathmandu Post's editorial, 4 November 1999).

All these expressions clearly reveal patriarchal reluctance, ambivalence and social contradictions embedded in the Nepalese society at large. Nevertheless, issue of women's property rights has grasped momentum and the campaign has already appeared as a part of vibrant civil society movement. In the section that follows it, I would attempt to look at the issue through the lens of some concepts summarised earlier in this paper.

**Denial to Property Rights as a Form of Exclusion**

Nepalese women are deprived of many rights including basic citizenship rights. They are recognised not as political citizens but as "altruist citizens" (see Philips, 1991). Their citizenship is devoid of political nature at the cost of mothering, morality and civic virtue. Since the political-ideological configuration of Nepali society at the macro level is very much influenced by modern and liberal school of thought, the discourse of fraternity predominates all discourses.

As a result, a large segment of population still thinks that sexuality and property issues are private issues, in which state is not supposed to intervene. Intra-familial debates in property and sexuality are so detached from public concerns that even close community and neighbours are supposed not to respond to in anyway. Since men have exclusive and monopoly command over household property, and wives' sexuality, women's position has always been characterised by economic and emotional subordination. When we look at this issue from Fraser's standpoint (1995:295), we can find three distinct features:

---

13 Ms Renu Yadav, Member of Parliament, was quoted in a news report saying, "we have typical reality in our village [of Terai]. It's not yet a high time to provide women property rights. First, we should make the rural women at the grassroots level fully aware, only then we can think on it" (Shrestha, 2000).

14 Taranath Ramabhat, then Minister of Law and Justice said: "The movement to bring forth equal property rights (to women) is just superficial; to really achieve the 'equality of right' the activists would have to reach the grassroots level...Law can be enforced any time but that would not be practiced and hence would not serve the purpose ("Women rights activists ridicule law minister," The Kathmandu Post, 3 June 1999).

15 According to Kabeer (2000), economic exploitation, marginalization and deprivation are the three basic forms of economic exclusion.

16 For instance, Nepalese women can get citizenship only through father or in the married case through husband. She cannot register her newly born baby on her name, without showing a social father. She should produce permission from her (male) "guardian" to apply for a passport, etc.
There is economic inequality between men and women, which is considered as "natural" under liberal fraternal discourse.

Economic activities have been largely an androcentric activity that has always marginalised women's economic needs and rights.

Women's economic issues and interests are excluded and treated as "inadmissible" into the dominant public sphere.

Following Dean's framework (1996) of exclusion, we can see three forms of economic exclusion of Nepalese women from both mainstream economic activity as well as discourse.

First, there are certain "situational obstacles" that restrict Nepalese women from entering into public economic institutions. The existing legal barriers clearly restrict them from having rights over property. The Civil Code, 1963, discussed above in this paper (see section 1.0), is a burning example as a discriminatory legal mechanism that does not recognise women as *bona fide* citizen to have rights over property. Efforts to amend it have created tremendous debate and controversy in and around the Supreme Court, the parliament and feminist organisations. This is an instance of exclusion of women's interest in a weak sense of the term, because it is based on traditional legal barrier(s).

Secondly, women's inclusion in property system has been paralysed due also to cultural and religious orthodoxy. Being a Hindu Kingdom, the juridical-ideological make up of Nepali society is primarily masculine. As a reflection of it in the daily life of common people, every male is supposed to be the procreator and protector of female and femininity. On the contrary, women are always posited as "satisfiers" to "male needs" in terms of food, pleasure and sex. "Men produce, women cook" is the mythical social ideal. Logically, those who "produce" also own the required resources and have command over them. This is the cultural interpretation of economic inequality along the gender lines. In this sense, it is women's exclusion in its strong sense.

Thirdly, there is something inherent within Nepali society itself that prevents women's full inclusion in the property system. The very conceptualisation of male as "breadwinner" and "head" of the household, while female as domestic "supporter" operates at the conceptual-theoretical level. This clearly marks the public-private divide of social sphere. Given the strong control over women's autonomy in terms of mobility, sexuality, reproduction, and gender division of labour, women are absolutely confined to domestic sphere, a sphere that is unrecognised and undervalued. Under this ideology, women are not recognised as subjects deserving property entitlement so long as they are under "male protection." Hence, it constitutively excludes women from enjoying full citizenship rights to own, inherit and control property among other things.

**Politics of Location: Creating Space through Counterdiscourse:**

"Two decades ago, the question: 'Do women need independent rights in land?' was not admitted in public policy discourse in most part of South Asia. Today the question is admissible, but the discussion on it is limited and the answers to it disputed."

-Bina Agarwal (1998:2)

Lack of ownership and control over productive resources is a constraint for Nepalese women through which they have been suffering the most. They are deprived of not only command and control over property but also access to it. A socially recognised form of women's property is only *daijo* and *powa* in

17 Hinduism is a body of cults and sects that commonly appreciates phallic power. The cult of *linga puja* (literally "worshipping penis"), for example, is a clear manifestation of phallo-logocentrism of Nepali society. Male and female devotees worship *linga* (penis-like image), which is supposed to represent the real penis of Mahadeva, the god of the destruction. This shows the symbolic and ideological bias of Nepalese society underpinned at patriarchal values.

18 *Daijo* refers to a package of gifts from maternal and paternal relatives that they give it in or after marriage to the bride. *Powa* comprises of self-acquired property by a woman before her marriage plus gifts from in-laws after marriage. They are, however, not property in its real sense. They have a symbolic value than any economic viability.
which they have a relative autonomy, but not complete freedom. Its economic potential, however, is so limited that daijo and perva cannot ensure them from any economic vulnerability.

Until recently planners and policy makers in Nepal, as elsewhere, used to think that women's economic needs can be accommodated adequately within the household. However, counterdiscourse on women's property rights that Nepalese women did create over the years has successfully challenged this notion. It is through this challenge that, women's property rights issue has begun to receive a minimum space within legislative, executive and judicial institutions in Nepal.

Nepalese women have created a counterdiscourse on their property rights through simultaneous and vigorous efforts in many fronts. They initiated an alternative dialogue through programmes such as “meet the rural women,” legal literacy, and political activism at the grassroots. At the center, they concentrated their efforts in challenging the discriminatory laws (such as the Civil Code, 1963) in the court. They also tried to sensitize journalists and other professionals. They got involved in lobbying with international donor agencies such as the World Bank, the Asian Bank, USAID, etc.

Alternatively, through a series of mass demonstration, they asserted a kind of moral pressure on the government and political parties to respond to the issue. Now it has become a ritual for each new government to renew its political commitment that it will table the Civil Code amendment bill to ensure women's equal property rights in the parliament. It is a reflection that the official economic discourse has recognised the validity of the issue. Property rights issue has also become one important agenda for political parties during at least in the elections. It has become a means to demonstrate their “progressive” face by mentioning it in their manifestos. While there comes the time to materialize this commitment, all of them show a massive scale of reluctance.

An equally important development associated with property rights campaign is that great many women's organisations are involved in building coalitions and creating networks. Existence of several coalitions and networks reveals that women’s movement in Nepal has learnt how to situate its campaign based on their political location and politics of differences. It is in this point that I would like to mention WSPG once again (see fn. 6 also). It is a network of 96 women's organisations: some are political others social, some are community-based voluntary organizations, etc. They came into dialogue for a common cause, recognised their political and ideological differences, and accepted it as a basis for negotiation. The WSPG has now become a pride for the activist women. I would, therefore, argue that WSPG is a “rainbow coalition” that represents the common interests of Nepalese women. It has created a sense of solidarity – the “reflective solidarity” – among them that would make certain change in a near future. It would, I hope, deconstruct the oppressive public sphere that has constitutionally excluded Nepalese women, their needs and interests from entering into the mainstream deliberation.

Finally, I would like to make a point of caution to women's organizations that they are giving excessive attention on property rights issue, as if it is the only cause of female subordination. I argue that excessive dependence on single agenda of political activism might be strategically counterproductive in the long run. Even in the West, during the suffragist movement of 1960s and 1970s, women's economic independence was one of the highly contested terrains propagated much by the liberals. After its promulgation, however, what they realized was that economic independence alone was a very insufficient cause so far as bringing meaningful change in women's livelihood was concerned. It has to be viewed from two parallel fronts: First, that economy has a political embeddedness. It implies that property rights to women will have a limited potential of women's empowerment within the patriarchal social structure (a lesson that socialist feminists learnt). Second, that right to inherit property will have differential meanings for those who own property and those who do not (a lesson that liberal feminists learnt in Europe and in the USA). Women's activism in Nepal should be aware of those limitations of women's property rights movement.
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THE SOCIAL WORLD OF NEPALESE WOMEN
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Introduction

The social situation of Nepalese women is complex and cannot be explained with a single paradigm. The differences are demarcated by the geographical region, economic situation, cultural and caste variations. However, the position of a woman in a family is a determining factor to decide her status in that family in particular, and in the society in general. Thus, the social world of a woman is the picture of her position in each household. To make it clear-the mother, mother-in-law, daughter, daughter-in-law, sister, sister-in-law, etc. have their particular roles and responsibilities and enjoy different status in their particular family. All the women play their roles associated with a particular relation to each individual. Thus a single woman would be playing multiple roles relevant to the relation with the particular individual. There might be individual differences but in general it is learnt or is taught by the system through the process of socialization. One can observe the world of women and men quite distinguished and different rather complete in itself that emphasizes in maintaining the patriarchal values of domination and subordination where some are seen more powerful than the others. Although it is very difficult and also problematic to explain and assess the social status of women from a single perspective, it is also important to look at the relationship among women within the household to see how their single world looks like. I have tried to sketch here how these relationships among women have played roles in creating the subordinate position of women and have victimized a large number of enthusiastic and creative women in return.

* Dr. Samira Luitel is the Lecturer in Sociology at the Central Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Tribhuvan University, Kirtipur, Kathmandu.